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FIRST IMPRESSIONS:

by Acting Dean Ralph J. Rohner

Ralph J. Rohner received his A. B. degree from The
Catholic University in 1960, and his LL.B. in 1963.
He was Editor-in-Chief of the Law Review and graduated first in his class. After graduation, he spent one
year as a teaching fellow at the Standford School of
Law, and a second gaining practical experience in the
Health, Education and Welfare's Office of General
Counsel of Public Health. In September of 1965,
Dean Rohner joined the Catholic University School of
Law faculty on a full time basis, and, upon the retirement of Dean Vernon X. Miller, in the summer of
1968 he was chosen Acting Dean of the Law School.
The invitation from the editor of this journal to expound my thoughts on our law school and the deanship was especially welcome. Because I had promised
to write this piece I had to set aside time to reflect time which otherwise just didn't seem available. And
I am rather amazed at the impressions I have developed
in my few months in the office across the hall.
First of all I am sad. Sad because the hour-to-hour
routine of the office deprives me of the time I used
to spend shooting the bull with the students - in the
Law Review office, in the lounge, in the hall, or
across a bridge table. Sad too because when I do speak
with students it is no longer carefree banter about the
Redskins or an esoteric commercial law problem. Conversations now seem awfully businesslike, with decisions needed promptly about matters of real concern.

.,
(

Part of the impression of melancholy derives, too,
from a glance at the Law School as a component of
the Catholic University of America. We are searching
for a permanent dean, which means necessarily that
the school is in a kind of suspended animation until
the new man - with his new outlook - arrives. At the
same time the University itself is in never-never land,
awaiting the designation of a permanent president who
will certainly bring new and dynamic policies into
play. We are marking time at a point in educational
history when no institution can stand still for long and
ever hope to catch up again. So the burden falls on an
Acting Rector and an Acting Dean to keep striding to
stay in the race until the baton is passed.
But any administrator in an "acting" capacity will
tell you that his dream is not just to maintain his institution's relative standing for the duration, but to better
it - to overtake a few competitors, to get more mileage

DEAN ROHNER

out of a dollar than he was supposed to, to suggest
some ideas sufficiently worthwhile to survive his
tenure. This is certainly my dream, and it is the quest
after the dream that is the gladdening - no, exhilarating - part of this job.
I can assure you, too, that the University administration shares the dream. By convoking a dean-search
committee headed by Mr. Justice Brennan the University has left no doubt it ill.tends to seek and find an
outstanding dean. And in the course of the search the
University has come to appreciate what commitments
it must make to attract that dean, and it has forthrightly indicated that it will make and keep those
commitments.
My impression of the school in operation is the view
through a kaleidoscope - colorful, ordered, but everchanging. You first-year students have met Mr. Barnes
and Mr. Lilly and the writing program they represent.
You upperclassmen were greeted by me with a letter
outlining the advanced writing requirements. We
hoped you upperclassmen would also find an allelective curriculum this fall, but that innovation is
probably still a year away. Mid-year exams and a
numerical grading system have also been instituted.
You have no doubt read in the newspaper that a
"Law Students in Court" program has been approved
by the local courts, is about to be funded, and will
probably be underway by next semester. This, along
with the program at St. Elizabeths Hospital, may be
the most significant developments in legal education
in this city in decades.
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Not all changes have yet to be implemented, though.
Next June's graduates will be the second class to
receive the J.D. degree, instead of the LL.B. This is
but the third year the Law Review will publish as a
quarterly instead of only twice a year. This is only
the second year we have employed Faculty Assistants
in the first-year writing program. Trial moot court is
not yet two years old. Mssrs. Chen, Sexton, Szypula
and VanDyke are beginning their second year on the
faculty, Mssrs. Boardman and Dutile their third.
Within the past two or three years you have found
available such heretofore-unheard-of cour~e offerings
as Regulated Industries, Psychiatry and the Law,
Interdisciplinary Seminar, Legal Problems of the
Poor, Law Enforcement Policies, Strategic Resources.
And finally, but most obviously, our physical plant
itself is new - open only since the fall of 1966.
Nor have these changes been introduced merely for
the sake of change. Our present and proposed curriculum will enable the students themselves to select
courses in areas of their own special interest, including
courses in other schools of the University, in hopes that
they will in the process become better trained community leaders as well as legal technicians. The rigorous
- almost brutal - writing requirements will separate
the men from the boys and will of necessity produce a
better researcher and draftsman, and a generally more
literate and scholarly professional. A side effect will be
to revitalize our trial and appelate moot court competitions, so that we may reclaim the Sutherland Cup
and again send our National team to the finals. The
Vernon X. Miller prize competition will provide some
glory to students still in school. The trial program
helps to bridge the gap between classroom and practice; the activities of the Legal Aid Society help bridge
the gap between Michigan Avenue and 14th St. N.W.
I could go on enumerating the educational purposes
of every recent innovation, but I think most are self- ·
evident. Even such extra-curricular activities as the
legal fraternities and sororities serve educational
purposes, as witness the Inns of Court and the various
other speakers programs. Special mention should be
made of the moving force behind many or most of the
non-classroom activities here - the Student Bar Association. Here are opportunities for students to act in
concert in a professional association, to do things of
interest and value to themselves. Professional, quasiprofessional, and purely social activities are all appropriate functions of the SBA, and here too the school
has not rested on its laurels. The Speakers Program
this year is stimulating, almost daring, having had such

guests as General Hershey of the Selective Service and
Mr. Dalby of the FBI; the Barristers Ball has grown in
a few years to become a truly fine social event; so
have the parties during Orientation and at Graduation.
These matters are familiar to you and are the heart
of the deanship. Other matters, though obscured from
your vision, also occupy my time and energy. Recruiting, alumni relations, budget, participation in professional activities - these add hours and days to the
job. But here too, change is everywhere. Significant
expansion of our recruiting effort is underway; the
local alumni are active; within the limits of available
funds, the law school operating budget is increasing
substantially. Outside t.he school, we are engaged in an
effort with other city law schools to initiate in Washington a program for the pre-law training of poor and
underprivileged students. Beyond the city, we participate as a member of the Association of American
Law Schools in its continuing efforts to uplift the
quality of legal education nationwide.
What does it all mean, all this change? Ultimately it
matters as life and death matter - to us as lawyers, to
us as Christians and Jews, to us as people living in a
world with lots of other people. It means, I think, that
lawyers must be trained for the future, not only the
present; it means that lawyers must be trained to counsel not just clients, but communities, to represent not
just those people who can pay the fee, but all those
people who need legal representation; and it means
that law study cannot be a cloistered reflection on immutable principles from of old, but must be a dynamic,
inventive, diligent search for the just society.
So - and I hope my point is clear - almost everything about our operation is new, experimental, and
in motion. No critic can point to us and accuse us of
being stodgy, or immobile, or tradition-bound, or
dull. And this dynamism (which by the way is certainly not confined to our law school, but is characteristic
of most of current legal education) will continue to
build and grow as this and following years unfold.
Law School is a damn exciting place to be these days.
At least that's my impression.

Guess who's got the Old Maid?
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BLACK VERSUS BLUE:
The Crisis in Police-Community Relations
By Bruce J. Terris*
The community-relations problem between the
police and the other America that consists of minority
groups - Negroes, Spanish-speaking Americans and
Indians - is so complex that it defies analysis in a
brief paper. Instead, the purpose of this commentary
is to demonstrate that the problem is extremely
serious and that it demands immediate and major
changes in the methods used by the police today.
The Kerner Commission Report found that "our
Nation is moving toward two societies, one black, one
white." For police-community relations, this tragic
division has already occurred. Contrary to the views
of many police officials, police officers have strong
support from the white community. A Gallup poll
found that seventy percent of the public had a "great
deal" of respect for the police; twenty-two percent
had "some" respect; and only four percent had
"hardly any." Furthermore, the President's Task Force
Report indicates that respect for the police has risen
appreciably over the last twenty years.

rt

This, of course, does not mean that no problem
exists or that police officials have no need to be alert
for potential difficulties. As long as police officers
enforce the law, some hostility is certain to result.
Enforcement of traffic laws, in particular, produces
strained contact between middle class citizens and the
police. Enforcement of drinking and drug laws and the
regulation of peace marches and other demonstrations
have resulted in more confrontations between police
officers and white youths.
The proper responses of police departments to these
situations are relatively simple to determine, even if
difficult to perform. Police officers must be trained,
and, when necessary, disciplined to be courteous and
even solicitous in enforcing traffic laws. They must

* President of the Democratic Central Committee of
the District of Columbia; visiting Professor of Law,
Catholic University of America School of Law, 196 768; Assistant Director, President's Commission on
Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice,
1965-6 7; Assistant to the Solicitor General of the
United States, 1958-65. A .B., Harvard, 1954; LL.B. ,
Harvard, 195 7.

handle demonstrations with restraint and cooperation
wherever possible, with leaders of protests. They must
have good public relations programs to communicate
effectively with the community through both mass
media and meetings of citizens' groups.
A Washington survey found that half of the Negro
males responding believed that fifty percent of the
police department would have to be replaced to obtain
a really good police force. A survey of Detroit Negroes
concluded that fifty-eight percent thought that law
enforcement was unfair. A survey of junior high school
students in Cincinnati found that fifty-nine percent of
the Negro boys felt that "the police are mean" and
seventy percent believed that the police would "get
smart with you" when asked a question.
An intensive post-riot study in the Watts area by the
University of California in Los Angeles is perhaps the
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most startling of all. It found that more than eightyfive percent of the Negro residents believed that the
police frisked people without reason, that they used
unnecessary force in making arrests, and that they
beat people while in custody. Well over ninety percent
of young Negro males believed that these activities
occurred. The President's Task Force Report stated
that fifty-three percent of the young men claimed that
they personally had been insulted, forty-four percent
stated that they had been searched without reason
and twenty-two percent stated that they had been'
subjected to unnecessary force when arrested.
It is debatable whether these beliefs and accusations
are accurate. But regardless of whether they are accurate, they are critical: such beliefs exist and they
reflect and, in tum, produce widespread hostility to
the police.
If this hostility exists, the next critical question
is what effect it has on the community. Policecommunity relations are not a frill: they are the very
heart of law enforcement. The alienation between
Negroes and the police is a major cause of ineffective
law enforcement within the ghetto itself. Persons
frequently fail to report crimes and witnesses often
will not come forward to talk to the police, let alone
testify in court. The relatively small number of police
officers in these neighborhoods cannot prevent crime
or apprehend criminals without the full support of the
overwhelming majority of law-abiding citizens.
This derogatory attitude has repercussions not
limited to the Negro community. Offenders - particularly young people - who are not apprehended during
their first few offenses may be emboldened to seek
victims in other neighborhoods. Young men are much
less likely to become police officers because of the
realization that many people in the areas where they
will work will dislike or even despise them. The morale
of present officers is likely to be lowered and this in
tum is likely to seriously affect their efficiency.
It is hardly necessary to stress the close connection
between police-Negro relations and the disturbances
that have packed our cities. The Kerner Commission
found that complaints against the police were one of
the three most important Negro grievances in the riot
cities. In addition, the Report indicated that police
incidents were among those factors leading to or
actually triggering most of the disturbances. Sometimes the police acted legally and wisely, sometimes
not. For example, a rumor started in the earliest stages
of the Watts riot indicated that the police had beaten
a pregnant woman. In fact, the woman was not pregnant but was wearing a barber's smock. Without question the black community believed the rumors because

they were consistent with their pre-existing views of
police action.
The next and perhaps most important question is:
what has produced this hostility between black citizens
and the police? It is frequently said that most charges
by Negroes against the police are extreme and unfounded; that a number of years ago, police may
have coerced confessions and used other strong-arm
tactics, but that great progress has been made in this
area; and now the most important task of police departments is to communicate their story to the Negro
community so that Negroes can understand that there
is little basis for hostility. It would be comforting if
this description were accurate since the solution would
be relatively easy. Unfortunately, evidence found
through painstaking studies by the National Crime
Commission shows that Negro hostility is based on
real and serious grievances. Unless these problems are
met squarely, no amount of public relations work is
likely to be successful.
Before critizing a few police practices, it is important to stress that this advocation for improved
police-Negro relations is done without any purpose to
harm the police or interfere with their vital functions.
Police officers have a highly complex job, requiring
the greatest skill in dealing with people in difficult
situations. Police officers deserve far more support
from the community in the forms of better pay, equipment, and status.
Iri order to examine police practices, the National
Crime Commission sent neutral observers to ride in
the back seats of police cars in Chicago, Washington,
and Boston. These observers saw, during approximately 850 eight-hour patrols, twenty clear instances
of excessive force.
Police officials usually claim that only a handful of
incidentsofthisnatureoccur in a big city in a year. At
the rate found by the neutral observers, there would
be thousands of such incidents per year in a large city
such as Washington, D.C. But they are rarely reported
because the victims are the very poor, the alcoholics
and the alleged homosexuals. Since few Negroes or
poor whites have faith that the system for disciplining
police officers is fair and effective, they conclude that
there is little purpose and real danger in making a
complaint.
This study, the first of its kind, attempts to describe
the performance of police officers in low-income
neighborhoods in most medium and large cities. It is
reasonable to assume that the officers acted and talked
more circumspectly with the neutral observers beside
(continued on page 14)
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THE SELF-DEFEATING ASPECTS OF THE U.S. PATENT OFFICE
by William H. Wright, a fourth-year night student
and patent examiner for the U.S. Patent Office

The prime duties of the Patent Office are "To promote the
progress of science and useful arts," and to secure to the
patent applicant, within the shortest possible time, a valid
U.S. Patent, in order that the public may benefit from the
knowledge disclosed therein.
To accomplish this end, there has been developed within
the confines of the Patent Office a concept known as a "disposal goal" which very broadly defined is nothing more than
the number of applications each examiner is responsible for
terminating the prosecution on, within a given period of time.
The theory behind the concept is basically sound; that is
by assigning a certain number of cases to each examiner to be
disposed of within a given period, the tremendous backlog of
cases (186,641 as of December 16, 1968) within the Patent
Office will be reduced until ideally the total time for the prosecu tion of a patent application can be terminated within 18
months. This goal has also successfully been implemented by
the initiation of a procedure commonly known to patent law
practitioners as "compact prosecution."
Ostensibly the program has met with a degree of success in
that it has reduced the total number of patent applications
pending before the Patent Office. Unfortunately, this is probably the only positive statement that can be made about it.
A patent examiner is unofficially required to maintain his
assigned "disposal goal" consonant with the salary he is making, and in order to qualify for a raise he must increase his
"production" (i.e. number of disposals) to the number set for
the next salary level. The disposal goals, however, have been
constantly upgraded for all levels, and the average examiner
finds it increasingly difficult to attain the goal set for his present position, virtually eliminating any hope of promotion.

Some Pertinent Statistics
During the four week period from September 9, 1968 to
October 19, 1968, the following statistical breakdown was
tabulated.

The number of applications (both new and amended)
pending before the Patent Office as of October 19, 1968. 160,311
The number of new applications received during the
period • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • ••.. • . . . . .••.. . 10,965
The number of cases disposed of during the period . . 12,682
The number of new cases awaiting a fust action by
the examiners as of the end of the period . . . . . • . . . 90,619
The backlog of new cases awaiting action by the
examiners reduced by . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 8,888
The backlog of amended cases awaiting a second
or final action by the examiners increased by • . . • . . . 1,318
The number of examiners employed . . . . • . . . . 1,160.9
Chemical Operation. . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . 414.4
Electrical Operation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 364.8
Mechanical Operation . • . • . . • • • . . . . . • . • . . 381. 7
The number of examining hours spent by an average
examiner per disposal . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • 17. 7 hours
Chemical Operation . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.2 hrs per disposal
Electrical Operation. . . . . • . • • . . • 22. 9 hrs per disposal
Mechanical Operation. • • • . . . . . . . 13.1 hrs per disposal

The attitude of a typical patent examiner to this bureaucratic insanity can be summed up in the following excerpt from
the Patent Office Professional Association Newsletter, Vol. 6,
No. 10., December 5, 1968:
The Numbers Game - Over the past few years the
present administration of the Patent Office has made an
outstandingly successful production record, impressing
both the Executive and Legislative branches of Government.
However, the very success of our productive efforts
has seemingly led the administrators of the Patent Office
into a type of malaise. They have become as so many insane mathematicians, madly adding and subtracting figures, devising and modifying formulas; all in frantic search
of some way of squeezing just a little more blood out of
what has become a very dry turnip.
Their fevered efforts to force ever greater and greater
work outputs are at first angering, then amusing and, finally, just simply pitiful. They do not seem to be able to
realize that you can get only so much out of a given
number of people.
. .. No one may rationally ask for more; nor is it in our
power to give more ...
. . . take comfort in the knowledge that 'this, too, shall
pass.'
The overall impact on the Patent Office personnel comes in
progressive stages; the first of which is a lessening of professional pride and self esteem by raising the individual production
quota (more than once) and in essence accusing each man of
giving much less than one hundred percent.
The second stage is a transformation period wherein a competent, conscientious professional starts to cut as many corners,
and take as many shortcuts as he reasonably can, in order to
stay abreast of a constant barrage of directives from the Office
of the Commissioner of Patents. These directives first order the
examiner to emphasize first actions, and then to reduce the number of amended cases in his docket either by issuance or eventual abandonment. No weight at all is given to the necessary
interim communications between the examiner and the attorney (e.g. Restriction Requirements, Ex Parte Quayle's, Advisory
Actions pertaining to the First and Second Amendments after
Final Rejection, etc.) The sole criteria established by the present administration is the time that elapses between the initiating and terminating communications involved in the case.
The third and final stage is somewhat akin to a limbo where
the pure are damned and sinners are saved. However, the impact on the individual is modified to a degree depending upon
the age, experience and attitude of the particular examiner.
Most young examiners are not affected, since they, more
often than not, are promoted according to a time schedule as
opposed to a performance guideline. Another contributing
factor to the relative complacency of the young examiner is that
he is usually attending law school (with the Patent Office often
paying a certain percentage of the total tuition) and only considers his present employment, good experience for a future
career and/or a relatively free ticket to law school and/or a
draft deferment and/or a comparatively pressureless 9-5 job
that affords a decent salary with no after-hour obligations.
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The major impact of the third state is felt among the employees of the Patent Office that have decided to make patent
examining a lifetime career. They are faced with two mutually
exclusive alternatives; either maintain the standards requisite
of the profession and be rewarded solely with the satisfaction
of a job well done, or comply with the vacillating whims of a
temporary administration and receive remuneration favorably
disproportionate to the effort expended.
No one is qualified to say how many examiners have succumbed to temptation, for there are no corroborative statistics.
The reader, knowing full well human nature for what it is, and
bearing in mind that prostitution is the oldest known profession, is required to draw his own conclusion.

Impact on the Public
Most, if not all, practicing patent attorneys are aware that
a patent examiner labors under the onus of a disposal goal, and
also that if an appeal from a Final Rejection is filed with the
Board of Appeals, it will require an Examiners Answer. This requirement, in view of the present standards imposed within the
Patent Office, gives the attorney an extremely advantageous
bargaining position, in that he knows the examiner is reluctant
to spend the time writing a response to the petitioners brief.
T_he situation poses a problem for the examiner in that the
time expended on the appeal infringes upon his all important
examining hours per disposal (overall average 17. 7 hours per
disposal) and if the case goes through the normal appeal procedures, the time factor becomes even more crucial since a final
determination of the case may not be resolved until all of the
judicial remedies have been exhausted and even then there is the
possibility that the case may be remanded to the examiner for
further consideration.
Bearing the aforementioned considerations in mind, it should
not surprise the average layman that the oft-stated adage "A
patent grant is merely an invitation to litigation" is honored
more in observance than in breach. A patent examiner is not a
machine but a man with all of the frailties consonant therewith.
This human shortcoming is compounded by asking too much
from too few and consequently receiving too little, in either
quantity or quality.
With the emphasis placed on disposal goals, increasing number of patent litigations involving infringement, validity and interference suits is bound to reflect the natural consequences in
the fallacious reasoning employed by the present administration. The situation is somewhat akin to robbing Peter to pay
Paul. This problem is magnified by the attitude of the average
patent examiner who has searched a case, found pertinent references, written a first and second action, given the applicant a
final rejection, does not want to enter an amendment after final
rejection because it will not place the application in condition
for allowance, ye{ is more reluctant to write an examiner's answer to an appeal brief and therefore adopts the position, all too
common in the Patent Office, of "What the hell! Issue it and
let them fight it out in court."
The blame does not rest solely on the shoulders of the officials and personnel of the Patent Office, especially since the attitude of the members of the Patent Bar has to be considered
as a contributing factor. These men are professionals and they
utilize their knowledge of Patent Office procedure to give a
client what he desires. However, the attorney often does his
client and the public a disservice by prosecuting a case to the
appeal level with the sole hope of securing a patent based upon
the awareness that a given percentage of the examiners will allow the application rather than write an examiner's answer.

The end result of this practice is that the client has, in most instances, a worthless patent, the public has not benefited from
the invention disclosed, and there is the very real possibility
that the patent grant will lead to long, costly court battles.

Some Suggested Remedies
In anticipation of the Patent Reform Act of 1967, S. 1042
and H.R. 5924, a recent Senate Subcommittee Report dealing
with the backlog of cases and associated problems in the Paterit
Office offered the following general solutions: increase the
operating budget, hire more patent examiners, improve the
classification system, provide modern working facilities and
simplify the present claim practice. To date, only two of the
suggestions have been visibly implemented; one being the recent
move of the Patent Office to new quarters in Crystal City, Virginia, and the other a discernible yet not quite acceptable (from
an examiner's viewpoint) change in the classification system.
The remaining suggestions have either been totally ignored
or only given token recognition, an example of which can be
found in a recent administrative memorandum which stated
that there would be no "involuntary" reduction in force unless
the normal employee turnover within the Patent Office did not
maintain its usual level to reduce the work force by July, 1969
to the number on hand as of July, 1966. Literally interpreted,
this means that if a certain number of examiners do not resign
or retire, then a certain number of examiners are going to be
dismissed. Evidently, the administrators of the Patent Office
do not consider job security as bearing upon the efficiency of
the examining corps, and will henceforth expect more and .more
from fewer and fewer. It should be noted at this point, lest the
reader be misled, that the normal attrition rate within the Patent
Office is sufficient to attain the desired work force level well
before the deadline.
At least one writer has suggested that the patent examiner
should both include a statement as to the validity of the allowed
claims (not conclusive, but at least defining the more salient differences between the disclosed invention and the references
cited) which would be incorporated into the official record for
use in future validity and infringement suits and also be permitted to testify as an expert witness in any suit involving an
application which he has allowed.
At the present time, the reasons why an application is allowed
are not officially stated, but reside solely within the discretion
of the examiner, and are known to him and him alone. The
above suggested procedure would not only add an extra degree
of efficiency to the search conducted by the examiner, but
would apprise the public of the exact feature of the invention
that is deemed to be patentably distinct from the prior art, and
also facilitate the prosecution of a suit contesting the validity of
an issued patent.
A patent examiner is expressly forbidden (under penalty of
dismissal) to testify as an expert witness, or in any other capacity, in a suit which deals in any respect with an application upon
which he was worked. The specific reasons for this situation
are unclear; however, should the second of the above mentioned
remedies be adopted, it would certainly bolster the morale of
the examiners and rectify a long neglected slight to their professional pride.
One of the more active Patent Law Associations seems to
favor a registration and challenge (or opposition) system instead
of our present procedure. This system is found in many European countries and consists essentially of publishing all of the
applications registered (or filed) in t.\le Patent Office. This procedure allows the disclosure to become part of the public do(continued on page 18)
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REJUVENATION OF THE FEDERAL ESTATE AND GIFT TAX LAW
by Charles S. Spencer, a CPA
and second year student at the law school.
Federal estate and gift tax law has been increasingly
subjected to criticism. Recognizing this controversy
the American Law Institute (ALI) authorized a study
of federal estate and gift taxes. In 1963 funds for the
project were donated by the Maurice and Laura Folk
Foundation. Professor A. James Casner of the Harvard
Law School was appointed the Reporter. He and a
distinguished body of consultants and advisors evolved
Study Draft No. 2.
In the April 30, 1968 Draft, Mr. Herbert Wechsler,
Director of the ALI, suggested that the object of the
study ,
was to recommend improvements in the
present taxes on these donative transactions,
not only to surmount their purely technical
deficiencies, but also to enhance the fairness
and the wisdom of the policies that they are
shaped to serve.
The five year study by the advisory group concluded
that there are three acceptable alternatives. The first
alternative is limited to improve the present provisions
of the Code through patchwork legislation, the second
is to substitute a single, unified tax on all donative
transfers; and the third is to replace the present
system with an accessions tax. This article will attempt
to give an overview of the above proposals as suggested in the ALI Study Draft No. 2.
The federal estate tax as we know it was first
adopted in 1916 for the purpose of raising revenue.
Prior to that time there was a death stamp tax enacted
by Congress in 1797° and repealed in 1802. That was
followed by the Civil War inheritance tax adopted in
1862 and lasting until 1870. The 1894 income tax
provided that property acquired by gift or inheritance
should be taxed as income. The national legislature
adopted a graduated inheritance tax in 1898 and
repealed it in 1902.
These early taxes were temporary expedients designed to take revenue from those taxpayers receiving
property through donative transactions. This approach
must be in contrast with the 1916 estate tax which
was levied upon the transfer of property rather than
the property transferred. The amount of the tax imposed is measured by a tax graduated according to the

dollar value of the property transferred. This basic
structure has not been altered. There have been significant changes in ( 1) the rates and specific exemptions;
(2) items included within the gross estate; and (3)
deductions allowed in determining the taxable estate.
Study Draft No. 2, however, is the first major effort
to revitalize the basic approach of estate taxation.
A series of prior gift tax laws, resulted in 193 2 in
the gift tax as we know it now. These taxes were
levied upon the privilege of making the transfer. Like
the estate tax the amount of tax imposed on the gift
is measured by a progressive dollar amount graduated
according to the value of the property transferred, but
yet, it is effectively lower than both the estate and
income tax. As a result, the objective of preventing
estate and income tax avoidance has not been accomplished. In fact, the lower gift tax encourages taxpayers
to achieve substantial estate tax savings through the
medium of inter vivos gifts. It is also possible for taxpayers in high income tax brackets to split up income
producing property within the family thus lowering
the effective income tax rates.
The foregoing historical review suggests some of the
following major criticisms of the present law. Where
does one draw the line between applying the gift tax
or the estate tax? How can one reconcile the fact that
presently there are impositions of both gift and estate
taxes on certain inter-vivos transfers? A gift which is
considered in contemplation of death will be subjected
to both an estate and gift tax. Even though these
inequities are supposedly offset by a gift tax credit
the mechanism itself is a problem.
There is also the possibility of avoiding taxes by
generation skipping. Donative transactions between
spouses has created numerous technical problems.
Because of the steep progression in lower brackets, the
present rate structures have come under heavy criticism. These are but a few of the problems in the
present gift and estate tax law.
With this brief review it is now possible to consider
the major problems and examine the solutions as suggested by Study Draft No. 2. Let us first examine the
basic premise of the three alternatives, and apply the
three approaches to the major problem areas.
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The first alternative is limited to improvement in
the major problem areas. This approach would not alter
the basic dual tax system. Nor would the philosophy
or objectives of the current estate tax be modified.
The overall effect would be to patch up an archaism.
Alternative number two suggests that the present
estate and gift tax law be completely replaced by an
integrated or unified tax system. There would be one
rate schedule applicable to both lifetime and death
transfers. Also, the total of lifetime transfers would be
taken into account in determining the rate at which
transfers upon death would be taxed. Generally the
unified system would make the tax consequences the
same whether the transfers were intervivos or testamentary. Thus the incentive to make lifetime transfers would be greatly reduced, and the tax would be as
neutral as possible.
Both the previously discussed alternatives tax the
transfer of property. The third alternative takes an
altogether different approach. The accessions tax system would place the burden of taxation upon the
transferee. This type of tax would be based upon the
total value of all property received. It has been
claimed by exponents of this approach that there
would be less tendency for a build-up of wealth in an
individual through donative transfers. This proposition
can be exemplified as follows:
If transferee A were to receive property

from B, C, D and Ethe accumulation of
the dollar value of the property received
would push the total amount higher up the
progressive rate scale thus causing the effective tax to be higher. But if B, C, D and E
were taxed on the transfer, each of the
individual amounts would be taxed at lower
rates on the progressive scale.
Understanding the basic premises of the three alternatives is not too difficult. But the application of proposed statutory provisions to specific problem areas
becomes increasingly complex.
The first question always asked is, what is to be
taxed? The current law defines what is to be taxed as
follows:

determined by deducting from the gross
estate the exemption and deductions
tions provided for ...
IRC, Section 2031 states that the gross
estate is to:
be determined by including . . . . the
value at the time of his death of all
property ... wherever situated.
There is a foundation from which to build the present estate tax basis. But the current gift tax provisions
are not so explicit in defining what is to be recognized
as taxable.
IRC, Section 2501 indicates that:
a tax . . . is hereby imposed on the
transfer of property by gift .....
IRC, Section 2503 defines taxable gifts as:
.... The total amount of gifts made ...
IRC, Section 2511 discussed transfers in
general and states that:
.... the tax imposed by Section 2501-5
shall apply whether the transfer is in
trust or otherwise, whether the gift is
direct or indirect ...... .
IRC, Section 2512 (b) comes closest to
heart of revealing what a gift is by indicating
that:
(w)here property is transferred for less
than an adequate and full consideration
. . . then ... the value of the property
exceeding the value of the consideration
shall be deemed a gift ..
But even this further explanation has created much
litigation and rulings by the Internal Revenue Service
as to the nature of the transfer, the property, and the
consideration received.
The proposal to revise the dual tax system handles
the estate definition problem by imposing a tax upon
the transfer of the taxable estate as defined in Study
Draft No. 2, Section EX 10.
Section EX 10 states that:
the taxable estate is the total value of all
included transfers made by the decedent
at death .....

Internal Revenue Code, Section 2001 indicates that:
a tax . . . . is hereby imposed on the
transfer of the taxable estate . . . . as
provided in Section 2051

Section 11 goes on to list and define all the
included transfers.
The gift tax definition is elaborated by listing covered
transfers.

IRC, Section 2051 defines the taxable estate
as the value:

This problem is approached by the unified transfer
tax system in a manner similar to that of the first
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alternative. Section X 1 imposes a tax on transfers by
gift at any time, upon the aggregate net amount of
the transfer. Section X 10 in defining the aggregate
amount refers to included transfers which are listed
and defined in Section X 11.
The accessions tax proposal imposes a tax
in Section A 1 on
the receipt of money or property . . .
by way of gift, legacy, devise, inheritance or otherwise provided herein.
Section A 3 states that:
(t)axable accessions . . . . means the
amount of all accessions received during the taxable year, as defined in Part II,
Section A 21, Part II indicates that accessions include
all receipts of property by way of gift,
bequest, devise or inheritance.
Again the problem arises as to what constitutes a gift.
Section A 30, Part II indicates that when property is
acquired for consideration which has lesser value than
the acquired property, the excess value is a taxable
accession. The accession's donative transaction is
also subject to the "bonafide", "at arm's length", and
"free from any donative intent" rules. Thus we see that
the taxpayer would be forced into an extremely conjectural decision making process. This is generally
what happens now under present gift tax definitions.
In comparing the three approaches it is apparent
that a taxpayer would prefer to know exactly what is
to be taxed as is the result in alternatives one and two,
rather than being confronted with the conjectural aspects of present gift tax law or the accessions tax.
In addition to the substantive problem of what is to
be taxed, we are also confronted with the problem of
rate structure. In this area lies one of the major
criticisms of the present estate and gift tax law. It has
already been suggested that the rate progression is
much too steep in the lo)Ver brackets. The increase of
the percentage of tax on each increment of the taxable estate is not objectional - it is the smaller amount
of each increment that causes the steep progression.
For example:
of the lowest increment of taxable estate is
from 0 - $5,000.00, taxable at 3%. The next
increment is from $5 ,000.00 to $10,000.00
taxable at 7%. By the time we have progressed to the $50,000-$60,000 increment
there is a 25% t ax imposed. Thus $5 ,000 to

$60,000, (a $55,000 margin) we have increased 22 percentage points. But the next
increment between $60,000 - $100,000 is
taxable at 28%, an increase of 3 percentage
points.
Both alternative number one and two would remove
the steep progression in the lower brackets by increasing the size of the dollar value increments. For example in alternative number one both of the estate
and gift tax rates would be as follows:
0-$50,000 at 4%, 50,000 - 100,000 at 9%
100,000 - 150,000 at 15%
This is comparable to the unified tax rate proposals of
0-50,000 at 3%, 50,000 - 100,000 at 7%
100,000 - 150,000 at 11 %
Section X 2 of the unified proposal in discussing the
proposed rates suggests that:
an ideal rate structure for transfers by gift
might be described as one that would avoid
a steep progression in the lower levels, that
would be concerned with the magnitude of
the tax on medium sized estates, that would
be high enough at the top levels to avoid
undue concentrations of wealth in an individual who has not earned the wealth, that
would not be so high as to drive family dispositive arrangements into undesirable patterns and that would not destroy incentives
to the accumulation of wealth.
The accessions tax suggests a rather novel approach in
using the relationship of the transfer to the transferee
to determine which of two rate charts will be used.
The distinction is between immediate relations and
remote accessions. If the property came from one
other than a parent, children, parents-in-law, the tax
rate would come from the higher remote accessions
table. A comparison of the rates of the immediate
relatives table to the proposed tables of the dual or
unified tax systems shows that these immediate relatives figures are generally lower. While the remote
accessions effective rates are higher than any of the
proposed alternatives, they are not as steep as the
present rate. The greatest difference between the
present tax rates and remote accession tax rates is that
the dollar amount increments are much smaller in the
former while the applicable percentage increments are
larger in the latter. Any accessions over $900,000 are
taxed at 80%, while the $900,000 increment at present
estate rates is in the 37% bracket.
In comparing the various rate proposals it is apparent
that there would be a decrease in overall revenues if
(continued on page 10)
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LAW STUDENTS
IN PATROL CARS
The Law Enforcement Study Project, otherwise
known as The Law Students in Patrol Cars Program,
was begun by Professor Dutile and Dana Winslow in
the spring of 1968, for the purpose of giving the students the opportunity to observe first-hand police
arrest methods and procedures. Catholic University,
however, is not alone in this area: George Washington
University had initiated a limited program in 1960,
and American University has developed a comprehensive one with the Park Police.
All the Washington area schools participate in the
present program which is coordinated by the Metropolitan Police Department, under the direction of
Frank Masino (C.U. Law, '67).

while under the influence of alcohol and in a highly
excited state. The house was searched, without a warrant, and the pistol was temporarily removed in order
to alleviate further danger. Another student arrived
immediately after a rape had been committed and
helped to quiet the hysterical victim. A third found
the murder weapon and some of the victim's clothes
as a result of being one of the first to arrive at the
murder scene. A fourth witnessed what he believes
was a violation of a suspect's right to a Miranda warning
and was, at the time of this writing, filing a report to
that effect with the police department.
The program hopefully will not be limited to
observation in patrol cars, but will eventually include
observation of the police procedures and interrogations carried on by detectives. Also, students may be
able to observe some of the more technical aspects of
law enforcement such as identifying suspects, obtaining physical evidence, and processing information.
The program received favorable reaction from both
the participating students and police officers. It has
great value especially for those who are interested in
a career in criminal law because it most graphically
demonstrates some of the more vulnerable areas of
our own law enforcement, where violation of individual rights is most apt to occur. In addition, it shows
some of the practical problems faced by the police
officer in his attempt to arrest an individual in an
often volatile atmosphere.

FEDERAL ESTATE AND GIFT TAX LAW (from page 9)

POLICE ON PATROL

The purpose of the program is to focus the attention
of students on the practical aspects of law enforcement in a metropolitan community, and to allow a
clearer insight into the law enforcement process in
general. It also affords an opportunity for the police
officer to present his problems to the person he often
feels is more his adversary than the "criminal" he
confronts daily. Some of the students have returned
supporters of the p,olice and their methods; while
others are skeptical and have reservations - but few
complete their rides without new insights.
Some of the experiences bear mentioning. One
student witp.essed an obviously illegal search and
seizure, recognized as such by both the suspect and
the police, but performed without thought of prosecution. The suspect had discharged a pistol in his house

any of the proposals were adopted. John H. Alexander
in the May, 1967 Tax Law Review indicated that:
(t)he rate schedules proposed in Study
Draft No. 2 for the unified and . .. the
dual system(s) are based on a revenue
loss of $800 to $850 million.
This loss of revenue presents one of the most formidable obstcales in getting any of the proposals enacted.
The detailed discussions of what is to be taxed and
what rates should give some indication of how each of
the proposed alternatives would deal with the many
problems not discussed in detail in this article. But
lack of space limits adequate discussions of some of
the previously suggested problem areas as well as many
others not mentioned.
The message that Study Draft No. 2 conveys is that
some action should be taken in order to rejuvenate the
federal estate and gift tax law.
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SBA PRESIDENT'S REPORT
When the editor asked me
to write an SBA President's Report for The Legal Issue, I
gladly accepted the assignment.
After sitting down at the typewriter for a few hours, I'm not
sure what this report should
contain. The activities of the
SBA will be covered in the
school news section, so I shall
limit this short article to what
Bernard A. Yanavich
I think the Student Bar Association should be. I caution the reader that the views
expressed are my own and not necessarily those of the
Council.

-

The SBA Council is our student government. First,
it presents and finances the activities and social functions open to all law students. Second, it is the representative of the students to the faculty and administration. In one area we have done fairly well. The SBA
offers two annual social functions and we may offer
a third this year. But, we have failed to act in others.
We don't do enough to prepare students for the bar
exams and for their professional lives. We do sponsor
some programs like the Legal Aid, Moot Court, and
The Legal Issue which are of value, but we must take
a new, active and imaginative approach. We don't do
enough as the voice of the students in the administration of our law school.
The SBA should provide representatives of state bar
examiners to outline requirements. A proposal was
presented to the Council to acquire sets of bar review
notes for the states that our student body represent.
The Council rejected the proposal and thus, we don't
have the notes. We plan to work with the LSD/ ABA
Bar Liaison Committee to get current information
concerning bar exam requirements. Our speakers
program this year should offer not only interesting
and coritroversial speakers but also ones who will give
us insights into the types of legal careers.
As far as being the voice of the students, I would
dare say that we are just above a whisper. In this
day and age of campus chaos, the reaction to an active
role for students in law school administration is one
of candid caution. This is understandable. Progress is
being made through the Council and through the student faculty liaison committee, but progress is slow.

We probably will get representation on those committees the faculty feels affect students. The truth is that
all faculty committees and their work as committees
affect the students. For this reason, some students
should sit on all committees. I see no reasons why we
cannot express our views at hearings on admissions and
readmissions and on faculty hiring, promotion, and
firing. The quality of our student body and the
quality of our learned faculty is surely a factor in the
quality of our graduates and the percentage of those
graduates passing bar exams. I think students are qualified to judge and, therefore, should be called upon to
give an honest evaluation of a particular professor.
The faculty should not be disturbed to find that
students consider a few members of the faculty really
deadwood, and that those few should be removed
permitting the rest of the tree to bear fruit. This year we
have drawn up resolutions asking for representation on
all faculty committees, for unlimited cuts for third
year day students and fourth year night students, for
keeping the library open longer, and for granting
former Dean Miller the status of Dean Emeritus. We
are awaiting the report on the Library evaluation and
we are preparing a faculty evaluation survey. This
year's faculty evaluation analysis will be made available
to all the faculty of the law school. We hope the
results will give impetus to each professor for selfreflection and aid in evaluation of the calibre of
colleagues.
The SBA has failed to act in many areas because
the student body does not look to it for leadership
and action. Too many organizations and associations
are being formed which desire to be independent from
the SBA. This breaks down our effectiveness as the
representative of the students and makes running for
an SBA office an attempt for further addition to
resumes and little else. There is excitement and activity
during the elections in March. A lot of people like to
run for office for a lot of reasons. Students like to get
behind their candidates, campaign, and vote. But something happens after the election. The excitement is
gone. Hardly a handful of students ever attend SBA
meetings, all of which are open to the entire student
body. Any student can present ideas for programs or
voice his complaints. If you think the Council can be
vital, its officers active, and its work worthwhile, then
put pressure on the present Council to do what you
feel is needed. Then, to assure progress in the Council
next year, why not run for an office yourself?
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COURT EXPANDS ACTIVITIES

This has been a year of rapid growth and Reorganization for the Moot Court Program. Already it has seen
both considerable success and early defeats.
The final round of the 1968 Sutherland Cup
Competition, postponed because of last year's civil
disturbances, was held on August 5th in Philadelphia
at the American Bar Association Annual Convention.
There, Cornell University defeated Catholic University
and, for the first time since it entered the competition,
Cornell was awarded the Sutherland Cup. The judges
for that round were Mr. Justice Tom C. Clark, formerly of the United States Supreme Court, the
Honorable Sterry Waterman of the Second Circuit,
and Mr. Harris Steinberg, Esq. of the New York Bar.
Catholic University was represented by Walter Carson,
John Donohue and Kevin McCarthy. The two teams
argued the constitutionality of the welfare home
search as a means of determining future eligibility for
the welfare program.
On November 22, the National Moot Court Team,
after having defeated American University in the semifinal round, was itself defeated by Georgetown University in the final round of regional competition this
year. The team members were John Donohue, Robert
Ross and Thomas Walker, all members of the third year
class. This was the second year of National Competition for Messrs. Ross and Walker, representing Petitioner George I. Joseph, a Vietnam-bound soldier who
refused to obey the orders of a superior to ship out
contending, among other things, that he conscientiously opposed the Vietnam war. National final

rounds will be held in New York on December 16, 17,
and 18.
The most drastic change in the Moot Court Program
has come as a result of a new faculty directive requiring
every student to participate in either Moot Court, Law
Review, or directed research. As a result, the trial
program will have almost twenty trials this year, while
Appellate Moot Court will be expanded to include
both the first semester Appeals Program, named in
honor of former Dean Miller, and the second semester
Sutherland Cup Competition.
To cope with the increase in the Moot Court activity, the governing body of the Association has been
completely restructured. The general governing body
is now the Executive Board, consisting of a Chancellor
and two vice-chancellors - one to direct the trial program and the other for the appellate program. Each
vice-chancellor has two assistants or clerks. This year's
Executive Board consists of Matthew Kastantin,
Chancellor; James Greenan and David Jordan, vicechancellors; John Donohue, Martin McAlwee, Kevin
Tighe and William Wright, clerks. Second year "associates" were chosen on the basis of superior academic
achievement. This method of choosing associates has
been adopted by the Executive Board and will be
the standard for selection in future years. Thus all
students who achieve a high cumulative average
who have not been invited to work on the Law
Review, will be invited to join the Moot Court Program. The Associates this year are Richard Aguglia,
Marc Botzin, Michael Cain, James Donnelly, James
Fallon, Robert Kane, Richard Keleghan, Thomas
Mulligan, James Mullins and Roy Toulan.
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NEWS NOTES FROM THE LAW REVIEW
Issue number one of Volume 18 of the Law Review
went to press in the middle of August, the earliest ever
for the first issue of a volume. The Review is now operating on a 12-month schedule.
All out-of-print back issues have been reprinted,
making complete sets of the Review available for the
first time in several years. Law libraries throughout
the country that do not now have complete sets are
currently being solicited.
Work is presently underway on a cumulative index,
subject matter digest and table of cases for Volumes
one through eighteen. It will be published under
separate cover upon completion, hopefully by June or
July 1969.

1

Next year, beginning in January, the Service will
sponsor the "Law Students in Court Program." The
program will offer to third year day and fourth year
night students an opportunity for actual trial practice
before the Landlord/Tenant and Small Claims Courts.
Participation in the program will allow students a
minimum of two hours credit, in addition to the experience of appearing before the court.

A new research program has been instituted. The
law has been broken down into approximately three
dozen areas, and each member of the Review follows
developments in his assigned area, bringing significant
developments to the attention of the research editor.

Students interested in participating in any of the
programs offered, by the Student Legal Services, are
urged to contact the Services' office, Room 208-D,
and volunteer what time they can.

Five members of the editorial board attended the
Annual Southern Law Review Conference in Williamsburg, Virginia~ November 21-23, where they exchanged
ideas and discussed mutual problems with editors from
15 other law reviews. The Hon. Tom C. Clark, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court (Ret.) was the
principal speaker.

PATENT LAW ASSOCIATION PLANS
ACTIVE SCHEDULE

Twenty-two competitors from the new second
year class were chosen during the summer on the basis
of academic excellence. Fifteen are day and seven are
evening division students.

'(

teer time interviewing clients and doing research work
on a variety of problems. Other programs include the
St. Elizabeths Project, which involves interviewing indigent mental patients and giving them assistance where
needed. Also available is the opportunity to interview
criminal defendants in the District and work in that
area. The experience gained while participating in
these programs is invaluable for any law student and
might be instrumental in helping a student get a job.

Recently promoted to the position of associate
editor were Margaret Cotter, James McKeown and
George Carey. Charles Cate was also promoted to the
staff of the Review.
The Annual Law Review Banquet will take place
this year on Saturday evening, March 29.

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES
The Legal Aid Society, now known as the Student
Legal Services, is presently operating several programs
under the direction of third year student Jack Bielagus.
The Service has an office on 11th Street, N.E., staffed
by a part-time attorney, Mrs. Jane Malloy, a C. U. graduate, for the purpose of helping indigent clients in the
Northeast neighborhood. Students are asked to volun-

The Student Patent Law Association started off
this school year with the installation of its newly
elected officers and the adoption of its new constitution. The officers are : President - Herb Cantor, 3rd
year night, Vice President - Jim McKeown, 3rd
year night, Secretary - Felix D'Ambrosio, 3rd year
night, and Treasurer - Al Grimaldi, 2nd year night.
The new constitution was duly voted upon and accepted by the SBA at a regular meeting, thereby
giving the SPLA official recognition for the first time.
The SPLA had its first luncheon meeting at the
Hospitality House in Arlington. The speaker at the
meeting was Richard Browne of the firm of Browne,
Schuyler and Beveridge. Mr. Browne spoke on several
of the problems involved in the growing field of
franchise law.
Another project which is nearing fruition is the
Patent Appellate Moot Court program which the SPLA
is sponsoring in conjunction with the Moot Court
Board. The fall arguments are scheduled for December
18, at 7:30 P.M. The spring arguments will be atthe
end of March.
Judge Rich of .the Court of Customs and Patent
Appeals has consented to be a judge for the spring
term. We expect an interesting appeal.
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DELTA THETA PHI
The Delta Theta Phi Law Fraternity had an extensive educational and social program during the fall
semester. The educational activities centered around
two speakers luncheons. The first featured Judge
Halleck of .the Court of General Sessions speaking on
the need for a Public Defender system for the District.
Indeed, the Judge lived up to his reputation as a fiery
and dynamic speaker. "Crime in the District" was the
topic for the second speakers luncheon held at the
Occidental restaurant with Inspector Tilmon O'Bryant
giving an honest appraisal of the philosophy, goals and
techniques of law enforcement in the District. Inspector O'Bryant is the father of second year student
Mike O'Bryant, a brother in the fraternity.
The social program went beyond the confines of
Catholic Uniyersity with the sponsoring of several
functions with brothers from other area law schools.
Each affair served a double purpose: professional
advancement and personal enjoyment. In achieving
these goals faculty and alumni were invited, a situation
which gave the student an opportunity to discuss the
law profession from a practical standpoint, apart from
the textbook, library, and the classroom over a stimulating beverage. Perhaps the most rousing affair was
the annual alumni picnic held in Maryland at the
Smokey Glen Farm in Potomac. Once a year the hair
is let down and in the tradition of Henry VIII
huge amounts of food and brew are consumed, all at
the expense of the alumni.
Fourteen new members entered the brotherhood at
an elaborate initiation cocktail party held at the
Sheraton Park Hotel. Master of the Ritual, John
McHugh, saw to the formalities while Vince Barth,
Chancellor of the Exchequer, was the key man in an
enthusiastic effort to collect dues.
All activities are suspended far enough before finals
so as not to interfere with scholastic endeavors. They
will resume again in February.
What's in store for next semester? A talk by Joseph
Necrelli, noted bar review scholar, for all graduating
members of Delta, and a day at the race track with
the fraternities at George Washington, Georgetown,·
American and Maryland law schools are on the agenda.
The tentative social and educational calendar will
boast another cocktail party, a speakers luncheon,
several surprises, a golf tournament and the annual
awards dinner.

PHI ALPHA DELTA
The annual Christmas Party of Phi Alpha Delta Law
Fraternity, Cardozo Chapter, was held on December
14, 1968. Among the invited guests were past Supreme
Justice Robert Redding, Supreme Marshall Don Moore,
District Justice Dan Halpin and distinguished Brother
John F. Davis, Clerk of the United States Supreme
Court. The Christmas party was the latest professionalsocial function through which brothers of Phi Alpha
Delta met and talked with prominent members of the
Bench and Bar.
The Phi Alpha Delta "Inns of Court" has held two
sessions in which different aspects of the trial of a
negligence case were discussed. Both programs, held at
the National Lawyers Club, were great successes.
The Washington Alumni of PAD have made available
a scholarship for a brother attending one of the area
law schools. The results will be announced shortly.
Looking beyond examinations, District XIII-XIV
Conclave will be held February 28 through March 2
in Williamsburg, Virginia. This annual event is the exchange of ideas among the area chapters and the
opportunity for students to meet and become acquainted with students at other schools.
BLACK v. BLUE (from page 4)

them. And the three departments were chosen because
they constituted a fair sampling. of police departments
of varying quality.
Excessive force and insulting remarks are examples
of misconduct which few police departments knowingly tolerate. However, many official policies and
customary practices are damaging police-Negro relations just as seriously.
For example, many police departments, in order to
improve their efficiency, are using aggressive patrol.
This means that police motor patrols do not just ride
around waiting for a radio call that a crime has been
committed. Instead, they stop and frisk persons seen
on the street who seem in any way suspicious. All too
frequently this suspicion focuses on Negroes seen in
white communities, or Negroes driving expensive
automobiles.
Many other police practices are also causing serious
problems. Minor crime statutes - vagrancy, disorderly
conduct, loitering - are often enforced without any
appreciation of the mores of the neighborhood or any
feeling for whether an arrest is useful in the particular
situation. Police officers are often instructed to be
(continued on page 15)
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civil rather than to develop real friendships in the
neighborhoods they patrol. When tactical forces are
sent into neighborhoods with which they are not
familiar, the result is usually unnecessary arrests and
greater friction. Firearms policies often allow officers
to shoot fleeing suspects who have not committed
crimes of violence, are not armed, and are not of any
apparent danger. Further, the widespread buying of
heavy weapons to control riots - many of which are
more suitable for duty in Vietnam than in American
cities - has probably increased the danger of riots
throughout the country.
Police efforts to improve police-Negro relations
have largely been ineffective. The Commission found
that while many police chiefs and other high ranking
officers gave lip-service to improved police-Negro
relations, they generally did not support the steps
needed to make this objective a reality. While policecommunity relations uni-ts have been established in
many departments, the Commission did not find a
single 'one which was effective.
One could go on almost indefinitely in describing
what police departments need to do. The point is that
broad reforms are needed in virtually all aspects of
police work. Negroes must be aggressively recruited to
serve both as aides to police officers and as sworn
officers and, if necessary, they must be given assistance
in meeting the qualifying standards. Much longer training in handling juveniles and the mentally ill, in Negro
history and culture, and in the nature of prejudice,
must be required not only before a man becomes an
officer but throughout his service. Officers must be
recruited from college campuses through higher pay
and opportunities for quick promotions for those
who have backgrounds in sociology, psychology, and
human relations. Promotions should depend much
more on ability to get along with citizens than on
marksmanship. Police work must be seen largely as a
profession demanding the highest skill in dealing
with human beings - much like teaching or recreational work - in which force is used only as a last
resort. Effective discipline must be imposed so that
police misconduct is discovered, thoroughly investigated, and severely punished.
As the Kerner Commission concluded in its report:
"It is time now to end the destruction and the violence,
not only in the streets of the ghetto but in the lives of
the people." If this is to be done, concerted action
must be taken at all levels of government, by all
kinds of private organizations, by millions of citizens.
And one of the most important steps must be immediate and aggressive action to insure that our
police departments are genuinely serving all the people
of this country.

"MURPH THE SURF"

SBA WIPES OUT
The representative body of the law school, the Student Bar Association, has been holding meetings whenever its president, Bernard Yanavich, has seen fit to put
down his hunting rifle and call the meetings to order.
Alternating its meeting place from the Moot Court
Room to the SBA Office, the group has battled its way
through the budget, the faculty survey, social events
and unlimited cuts for graduating students.
Elections dominated the first semester's order of
business. Due to two resignations, the Association had
to fill the positions of Law Student Division representative and vice-president. Mike O'Bryant was elected
unanimously to the position of LSD representative
while Bill Fallon was elected to the vice-presidency.
Joe Fitzgerald was chosen third year night representative, Fred Tagg and Bruce Sherman were selected
first year night representatives and Mike Caldwell and
Mark Reinhardt were elected from first year day.
All fulfilled vacancies existing on the council. Those
upperclassmen who were not allowed to vote in these
elections and who expressed their dismay at not being
able to do so will be happy to learn that in another
four months they too will be able to vote for several
new representatives. The SBA has never been an organization which felt it necessary to hold as few elections as possible and unfortunately this year will be no
exception to previous years.
A follow-up to the ill-starred faculty survey of last
spring is presently in the planning stages. The faculty,
believe it or not, is helping to draft the questions. It is
hoped by those students involved with doing the
work that when the results of this year's survey are
in, "Hot-Hands-Harry" will not again succumb to
temptation and lift them from Bernie's desk.
The Annual Law School Picnic was held this year
on October 12 at Carderock Park in Maryland. Hot
dog, hamburger and beer lovers turned out to hear
the melodious sounds of the now infamous group informally known as Harry Buckingham's Brother's
Band; others were forced to listen due to the volume
of the amplifiers. Those students who were lucky
enough to have brought wives and dates had a good
time; even some of those students who came looking
for girls somehow managed to have a good time in
spite of their original purpose in attending.
The Law School's biggest social event, the Barrister's
Ball, will be held on Saturday, February 8 at the
Shoreham Hotel. Not known as being a particularly
(continued on page 18)
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New York Alumni Meet
to Reactivate Association
On Thursday, November 14th, eleven of the New
York alumni met with Acting Dean Ralph Rohner,
Assistant Professor Szypula (in charge of placement),
and a few students, to discuss the reorganization of an
active alumni chapter. After dinner at Massoletti's
Restaurant, the group adjourned to the offices of
Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft, where John Fedders,
Law 1966, hosted the meeting. Dean Rohner spoke to
the group concerning the need for alumni assistance,
particularly in the areas of recruitment and placement.
The Dean suggested that alumni could aid recruitment
both by seeking qualified students and by treating
interested students to lunch and a tour of their offices.
In the area of placement, alumni could screen applications so as to prevent overexposure at some firms
while other firms go unseen. It was noted that there
was an increased interest in Wall Street practice, with
at least -eight graduating seniors accepting positions
there for next year.
William F. Sondericker, Law 1952, a partner of
Olwine, Connelly, Chase, O'Donnell & Weyher, was
unanimously selected to head a committee designed to
reorganize the New York Alumni Association. Suggested programs included a continuation of the weekly
Tuesday luncheons and an introduction of a monthly
dinner meeting.
After the meeting, the group once again adjourned,
this time to Tom Patton's apartment, where more
serious matters were discussed over liquid refreshments.

BIRTHDAY GREETINGS
TO OUR OLDEST ALUMNUS*
Hon. J.J.P. O'Brien was 93 on
October 20. Born in Wheeling,
West Virginia, in 1875, Judge
O'Brien received his pre-legal education at Mt. St. Mary's College
in Emmitsburg, Md. In 1895, he
was among the first group of
students to enroll in C.U.'s new
J. J. P. O'Brien
Law School, which was then
housed in the newly erected McMahon Hall. He graduated in a class of eight in 1898. One year later, he
opened a law office with his brother Frank. The partnership continued until he was appointed by the
Governor to fill a vacancy in the circuit court for the
three most northern counties of West Virginia. He
served in this post for approximately 30 years until
his retirement in 1961 at the age of 85.
What is the secret of Judge O'Brien's longevity?
Well, one story relates that after stepping down from
the bench, the judge promised his pastor that he would
donate a stipulated annual sum to the parish during
his few remaining years. The priest thanked him and
on the next Sunday announced a special parish novena
to ask the Lord to bless Judge O'Brien with good
health and a long life.
*Judge O'Brien's grandson, John B. Kelly II, is presently a
first year law student at the school.

Other alumni attending were: John B. Wefing, '67
Seton Hall Law School; George J. Noumair, '56 Whitman, Ransom, & Coulson; Thomas E. Patton, '65
Sullivan & Cromwell; Robert A. Warren, '68 Kissam
& Halpin;
John M. Fedders, '66 Cadwalader,
Wickersham, & Taft; Gerard A. Dupuis, '66 Nixon,
Mudge, Rose, Guthrie, Alexander, & Mitchell; William
Cusick, '67 Casey, Lane, & Mittendorf; Robert J.
Gillispie, '68 Nixon, Mudge, Rose, Guthrie, Alexander,
& Mitchell; James A. Hunter, '66 Sullivan & Cromwell;
Richard J. Favretto, '66 U.S. Dept. of Justice, AntiTrust Division.

Acting Dean Rohner confers with Assistant Prof. Richard D. Szypula
about their recent New York trip.

A "seat" on the N. Y. Stock Exchange
costs nearly $500,000. The high price is
baffling since no one there seems to have a
chance to sit down dunng business hours
anyway.
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ALASKA
1959 - Richard A. Bradley, attorney with
the Department of the Interior, Office of the
Solicitor, Juneau.
Hugh G. Wade, general practitioner emphasing litigation and admiralty, Anchorage.
1968 - James V. Spillane, clerking at Pollack,
Josephson & McNealy, Anchorage.
ARIZONA
1968 - James A. Pershon, patent attorney
with the General Electric Company, Phoenix.
CALIFORNIA
1958 Leo E. Arnold, general practice,
Barbagelata, Broderick, Carmazzi & Arnold,
San Francisco.
, COLORADO
1947 - James T. Carter, District Judge for
the Mesa County District Court, Grand
Junction, Colorado.
CONNECTICUT
1917 - Paul J. Kennedy, retired: advises
fellow alumni to read the Constitution,
Salem.
1919 - Thomas F. O'Loughlin, Sr., retired
and wintering in Florida, Hartford.

I

1'I

Michael Von Mandel, attorney with the
Federal Trade Commission.

1953 - James J. Plick, litigation in Newark,
residing in Dover.

ILLINOIS

1957 - Norman A. Cohen, partner, Cohen &
Cohen; Deputy Public Defender, Colonia.

1954 - Major Philip C. Valenti, career officer
with the Judge Advocate General Corps, U.S.
Air Force, stationed at Scott A.F .B.
1963 - Gerald L. Sbarboro, Assistant U.S.
Attorney for the Northern District of Illinois,
Chicago.
MARYLAND

1968 - Joseph F. Donohue, former Editorin-Chief of The Legal Issue, law clerk, U.S.
Customs Court, New York City, residing in
Montclair, N.J.

1947 - Francis C. Mayer, Chief; Division,
of Discriminatory Practices, Federal Trade
Commission, resides in Rockville.

Robert F. Winter, clerk, Superior Court of
New Jersey, Law Division, residing in Roselle
Park.

1950 - Charles R. Esherick, Antitrust Division, Department of Justice, residing in
Silver Spring.
1957 - John H. Bruce, Legal Officer in the
United States Coast Guard, living in Bethesda.

1965 - Devin J . Doolan, general practitioner
residing in Chevy Chase.

1968 - John Harvey, practicing estate and
corporate law with Allen H. Pease, Esq.,
New Britain.

MICHIGAN
1950 - Charles J. LaSata, general practice;
specializing in government contracts and
litigation, Niles.
MINNESOTA

1965 - Sara M. Robinson, married and expecting: legislative and legal work on Capitol
Hill.

1968 - James T. Hansing, field attorney for
the National Labor Relations Board, Minneapolis.

1966 - James J. Vaughan, Captain, U.S.
Army, stationed in Vietnam.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Robert J. Siciliano, tax specialist after leaving
IRS.
Arthur H. Snowden, head of Political Science
Department, Dunbarton College.
1968 - Michael J. Madigan, clerk for Judge
Edward A. Tamm, U.S. Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia.

NEW MEXICO
1950 - James A. Maloney, recently elected
Attorney General for the State of New
Mexico after nine years of private practice and
nine years as Albuquerque Municipal Judge.

1962 - William G. Polking, private practice;
Executive Director, Citizens for Educational
Freedom, living in Greenbelt.

1966 - Joseph D. Crumlish, Manager; Innovation Studies Program, National Bureau of
Standards, residence, Potomac, Md.

1964 - Donald P. Rooney, patent attorney
with the Department of the Navy.

1967 - John B. Wefing, Assistant Professor
of Law, Seton Hall University Law School,
residing in Arlington, N.J.

1941 - A. Edmond Johnson, Supervising Attorney, United States Coast Guard, residing
in Silver Spring.

1964 - Charles D. Gill, partner, Brenner,
Susman, Duffy & Gill, New Haven.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

1966 - Thaddeus C. Raigknoski, counsel to
the Division of Motor Vehicles, Attorney
General's Office of New Jersey.

1934 - Joseph J. Bentley, general practice,
U.S. Referee in Bankruptcy for the District
of N.H., Manchester.
NEW JERSEY
1938 - Frederick A. Zoda, partner, Sperry &
Zoda, Trenton, specializing in patent law.

JAMES A .
MALONEY

NEW YORK
1950 - Jane C. Donahue, private practice,
Assistant Professor, University of Buffalo.
1952 - William F. Sondericker, partner of
Olwine, Connelly, Chase, O'Donnell & Weyher, New York City. Heading up New York
Alumni.
1956 - George J. Noumair, partner, Whitman, Ransom & Coulson, New York City.
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1964 - Bernard T. Callan, Assistant Town
Attorney, Islip Town; resides in Brentwood.

1965 - Daniel V. Delaney, waiting for the
recent bar exam resu Its.

1967 - Martin J. Dockery; Nixon, Mudge,
Rose, Guthrie, Alexander & Mitchell, resides
in Yonkers.

1967 - James J. Kennedy, patent attorney
with the Sperry Rand Corporation, Lancaster.

1968 - Robert J. Gillispie; Nixon, Mudge,
Rose, Guthrie, Alexander & Mitchell, lives
in Brooklyn.
Robert A. Warren, general practice, Kissan

RHODE ISLAND
1962 - Leonard F. Clingham, Jr., Legal Assistant, Rhode Island Department of State;
also in private practice, North Providence.

1968 - John J. Mclaughlin, waiting for active duty orders for Air Force JAG at Ford,
Ayer, Horan & Lester, Washington, D.C.,
pitching his tent in Alexandria.
William Walsh, General Counsel's Office,
Department of the Navy, living in Arlington.
WASHINGTON

1963 - Michael F. Horan, general practice,
Pawtucket.

1940 - Willard J. Roe, Judge of the Superior
Court, Spokane.

NORTH CAROLINA

1967 - Robert E. Liguori, partner, Turano,
Nardone, Turo, & Liguori, Westerly.

1968 - J. James Gallagher, business and
corporate defense, Tacoma.

1963 - Arthur J. Donaldson, general practice, Salisbury, N.C.; elected Prosecuting
Attorney for Rowan County.

1968 - Alan P. Gelfuso, recently admitted
to the bar, Cranston.

WEST VIRGINIA

OHIO

TENNESSEE

1918 - Lewis L. Guarnieri, Senior Partner,
Guarnieri & Secrest, Warren.

1908 - Samuel 0. Bates, President and General Counsel; Commerce Title Guaranty Co.,
Memphis.

1934 - Clarence E. Martin, general practice,
Martinsburg.

1968 - John Gamble, Legislative Assistant
to Congressman Ray Blanton, Memphis.

WISCONSIN

VIRGINIA

1966 - Richard E. Reilly, Assistant U.S.
Attorn_ey for the E.D. of Wisconsin, formerly with the Justice Dept. in Washington, D.C.

& Halpin, New York City, living in Brooklyn

Heights.

1932 - Joseph F. Sani, partner, Sani & Barnhouse, New Philadelphia.
1961 - Anthony G. Rossi, doing probate and
corporate, Guarnieri & Secrest, Warren.
1964 - David F. Hills, four years with the
U.S. Army Judge Advocate General's Corp.
Now with the Department of Justice, Antitrust Division, Cleveland.

1965 - Gerald M. O'Donnell, general practice, Alexandria.

PENNSYLVANIA

Lynn C. Thompson, General Counsel's Office,
FTC, living in Arlington.

1950 - Richard P. Conaboy, Judge, Court of
Common Pleas, Scranton.

1967 - Robert C. Black, general practice,
Dunn Loring.

1951 John Cottone, general practice,
Scranton.

David H. Link, Special Agent, Office of Naval
Intelligence, domiciled in Arlington.

1964 - Joseph A. Keating, Jr. Claim Specialist, State Farm Mutual Auto Insurance
Co., Lansdowne.

Stanley J. Samorajczyk, general practice.
in the office of Samuel Greenbaum, Washington, D.C., Arlington.

1898 - J.J.P. O'Brien, retired circuit court
judge. See feature article at beginning of this
section.

Alumni having information which they
would like to have appear in The Legal
Issue may forward such information to:
The Alumni Committee, The Columbus
School of Law, The Catholic University
of America, Washington, D.C., 20017.

SBA WIPES OUT (from page 15)

U.S. PATENT OFFICE (from page 6)

"dry" event, the Ball has proved to be quite a success
in the past and this year's affair promises to be just as
successful. Also, this year there will be an added
benefit accruing to those who will attend: the afterthe-Ball party will not be held at the Gentleman II.
The SBA Speaker's Program started off with a
packed house in the Moot Court Room to hear the
controversial and slightly aged General Hershey speak
on being a grandfather and head of the Selective
Service, sometimes finding it difficult to distinguish
between the two. Mr. Yanavich has assured the students that this will not be the last of the fireside
chats presented this year. Other speaker's, while not
necessarily guaranteed to draw the same sell-out
crowd, are due to speak to the students at regular
intervals. Check the bulletin boards for the next
"mystery" speaker.

main and subject to a challenge (or opposition) to the patentability of the invention in light of a reference not considered by
the patent examiner.
Pursuing the idea further, and applying it to our own system,
it can be seen that infringement penalties could be assessed retroactively to the time of publications; or alternatively, after a
certain period of time had elapsed within which the Patent Office conducted a search, (stating what it believed the patentable
subject matter in the case to be) there would be a shorter period
of time during which the claims could be challenged, and thereafter a legal presumption of validity would attach to the patent
(doctrine of laches) and no further question of validity (only .
infringement) would be allowed.
The Patent Office must operate under the direction of competent, qualified administrative officials whose tenure in office
must last longer than the period determined by the exigencies
of a political adfilinistration. The reigning Commissioner of
Patents cannot expect his successor to implement the far reaching goals of the previous administration, especially when the
new Commissioner is bound to have solutions of his own. Therefore, in order to establish stability and uniformity in both in(continued on page 19)
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ternal and external Patent Office policy and procedure, it is imperative that the Commissioner be given :a specified term of
years in office (not subject to party politics), in which to accomplish his objectives.
The number of patent examiners employed by the Patent
Office has to be increased if the present backlog of pending
applications is to be substantially reduced; and all examiners
should be afforded the opportunity of increased participation
in post-allowance litigation.
Along the same lines, it would be wise to limit the number
of patent examiners whose law school tuition is subsidized by
the Government. The percentage of examiners that utilize their
legal training while employed in the Patent Office is miniscule,
and a resultant waste of the taxpayers money. A program
should be set up whereby designated examiners who have ex-

hibited the aptitude for, and interest in Patent Office litigation
are afforded a full tuition grant to law school, and are contractually obligated to remain with the Patent Office for a period
of years.
The present U.S. Patent system is not a pure-bred, but a
mongrel having been evolved from royal monopolies conferred
by the British crown on favored subjects. Therefore, there is no
cogent reason why some of the European concepts, such as
registration and opposition proceedings, could not be incorporated into our own patent system. ,A basic fallacy in the
American logic is that our own way is the best. However, in
this particular instance, the facts do not substantiate our selfproclaimed infallibility. The U.S. Patent system is in dire need
of vital rejuvenation, regardless of the source or the immediate
consequences.

Who's been popping pills?

You have the right to remain silent. Anything you say ....

What faculty member promises to focus on student problems?

I wonder if what's in our briefs will keep us out of the draft.
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I lost - he was convicted.

There must be a Communist under that rock.

The Law Review Editor-in-Chief contemplates the merits of Dick & Gary's.

Would somebody please remove this from my navel.

Kiss me.

Yummy, yummy, yummy,
I've got love in my tummy.

7000, 7439 - what's the difference?

The weight of responsibility.
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A Class will be held at the Columbus School of Law in February,
1969. The course is 12 hours in
duration and will be held over a
period of 6 sessions. There is a
limitation of 25 students. Interested applicants, please complete
the form below.

LEGAL READING ASSOCIATES
have developed a specialized program
which is designed to improve legal reading proficiency.
Results are achieved because:
• Each student is given an individual
reading diagnosis to determine his present reading profile.
• Law materials are extensively used.
• Student reading development is structured upon this initial profile and law
reading tests administered each session.

LEGAL READING ASSOCIATES •
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RESERVATION FORM
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I Law School
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1107- D SPRING STREET, SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 20910 •

301-588-2624

